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Welcome to our latest Teaching & Learning bulletin, this term all 3 TKAT 

Essex schools have continued to focus on increasing the level of       

challenge in lessons with a clear focus on our Year 11 groups.              

Encouraging them to improve their long term memory and recall of key 

information they’ll need in the summer exams through deliberate       

practice, low stakes testing, retrieval practice and interleaving content.  

All The Pubs Sell Beer 

King Harold Academy staff have been working       

throughout the year on their 6 Thinking Devices in order 

to make their students think hard. One of which is     

classroom discussion. In order to help staff build up their 

questioning in order to facilitate effective classroom   

discussion, staff came up with an effective mnemonic to 

remember the 5 steps of their questioning triangle, with 

the aim of reaching the summit.                                 

ATPSB = All The Pubs Sell Beer. 

Revision season is upon us 

It’s that time of year again when we all start to think about how best to 

prepare our students for their summer exams. We have put together a 

collection of the best revision strategies and retrieval ideas from across 

the 3 TKAT Essex schools and have shared these with our colleagues at 

Cleeve Park, Kemnal Technology College and Welling School. These will 

be shared with staff over the course of the next half term to ensure our 

students are as best prepared for their exams as they possibly can be. 

Look out for exciting revision ideas such as: 

Battleships 

Revision Cricket 

Revision Connect Four 

Quiz, quiz, teach 

 Snooker Loopy 

And many, many more... 

February 2019 
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Teaching & Learning groups have 

launched their Hylands Ignite projects 

where staff work collaboratively to    

address one of their key focus areas 

such as raising boys attainment,        

developing questioning or raising       

aspirations.  

Monitoring Visit (5.2.19) 

A really impressive 77% of lessons 

observed at King Harold included 

randomised questioning, most     

commonly through the use of         

lollipop sticks. This means all      

students in the class were being 

forced to think hard during         

questioning. 69% of lessons          

included some think, pair, share    

activity which once again meant all 

students were actively engaged in 

the learning taking place in these 

lessons.  

Well done King Harold staff! 

Monitoring Visit (6.2.19) 

Staff at Debden Park were observed     

using a wide range of desirable              

difficulties within their lessons including 

16 examples of retrieval practice and 11 

lessons with low stakes testing. We also           

observed multiple choice questioning, 

flipped learning and spaced practice 

which shows how challenging these     

lessons were.  

A big well done to Debden Park staff!  

Monitoring Visits 

This half term both Debden and King Harold had their monitoring visits where every member of    

teaching staff was observed. Some fantastic lessons were observed and using Google forms allowed 

us to record the data from lessons and analyse what is really working in our schools. We’re looking   

forward to more of the same from Hylands on February 27th! 
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MAKE IT STICK 

A competition between 

staff at all 3 TKAT    

Essex schools, big   

prizes to be won for 

whoever can complete 

their sticker album 

first! 

Chalk ‘n’ talk 

How do you utilise the 

space in your classroom? 

Here Natasha Ghadavi 

from Debden Park used 

chalk to get her Year 11 

students to draw and label 

diagrams of the heart on 

the floor of her lab. A 

great way for students to 

collaborate, identify com-

mon misconceptions and 

completely engage her 

students. Why not try this 

in your classroom?  

Multiple choice questions - are they a) too easy b) a great way to 

challenge learners & assess the impact of your teaching? 

A recent Debden Minds session focussed 

on the use of traffic lights in order to   

assess what students have learnt, giving 

teachers instant feedback about which 

students still have misconceptions and 

answering that common question we all 

ask ourselves during lessons... “Can I 

move on yet? Or do I need to go over this 

one more time?”. Multiple choice       

questions are a great way to increase the 

level of challenge in your classroom, 

providing you have carefully selected 

your ‘distractors’ (the alternative options, 

other than the correct answer) 

“If you don’t think 

your lessons are 

great, nobody else 

will” 

- Tom Sherrington 

Stop right now, thank you very 

much 

Hylands staff have 

been competing to 

see who can come 

up with the most 

creative way of 

getting their clas-

ses silent. Which 

have included 

singing Spice Girls 

lyrics or doing 

Fortnite dances! 

It’s great to see staff teaching with smiles 

on their faces, really enjoying their jobs.  


